
#30292, Rent - Apartment, Belgrade, VUKOV SPOMENIK

TYPE OF OBJECT SURFACE AREA THE PRICE UTILIZATION

RESIDENTIAL BUILDING 73 m² €1,100 CHECK AVAILABILITY

FURNISH CITY CE YES 1 0 1 1 YES NO 1 NO

BEDROOMS DAILY ROOMS THE FLOOR

1 1 3

Apartment is placed within Oaza complex, near Vuk's monument. Location is very attractive for living, and complex provides

great privacy within urban area of wider city center. Close vicinity of complex contains park, cafes, restaurants, shopping zone of

Boulevard of king Alexander. Complex is organized as hotel, with security service for 24/7, video surveillance, maintenance,

babysitting, and there is also large supermarket. -1 level is reserved for garage space, and there is one parking spot for this

apartment. Complex comprises of four semi-detached units, mutually connected by glass corridors, overlooking garden with

swimming pool. Apartment is placed on third floor and it has view onto Zvezdara forest, that is toward east, which makes it full

of morning light. It consists out of central anteroom leading to all other rooms, which are kitchen, living room, bathroom and one

bedroom. Modern ambience equipped with new furniture. It has very high ceilings, over 3,5 m, which makes impression of

extreme spaciousness. Interior is of high quality, as well as furnishings. One bedroom is furnished with double bed, bathroom

has shower cabin and bidet and kitchen is separated. Terrace spreads along the whole length of the apartment. Comfort of this

apartment is great, which is why it belongs to very top of offer for its category.
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